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GROOVY, BABY
This new spin on the classic
lava lamps of the 60s is sending
a shockwave through those
more ordinary lamps. With its
wavy shape and tall stature, it is
updating those from the original
hippy era. Place this lamp in
your house and you will have all
of your visitors saying “groovy.”

axolightusa.it

A BURST OF LIGHT
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This colorful lamp adds a soft touch of light to any ceiling or wall. Resembling a
paper lantern, its soft appearance is created using a metallic structure covered in
an elasticized fabric. The collection boasts ceiling and wall options and a variety
of colors to choose from, making it a viable choice for any room, not to mention
its energy-saving fluorescent version that is available as well.

A SPLASH OF COLOR
Don’t let your table tops look drab! Add a bit of color to every room in your
house with this bright and cheerful lamp. Available in an array of colors to
match the color palate of any room you choose.
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LIFE’S A BEACH
No hot air is needed to make this lampshade. This beach ball lampshade
is created using a special treatment that turns the inflatable into a
rock-like material on the inside and leaves its outside untouched. This
transformation allows the inflatable to be converted into a marvelous
lamp shade, leaving onlookers bewildered as to how it was possible.
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MOTOR BOAT, MOTOR BOAT

tobyhouse.org.uk

OH DEER!
No hunters were needed in the creation of this
wilderness masterpiece, as the male elk naturally
sheds its antlers once a year. At 45” wide, this
oval chandelier brings nature right into your
home. Dangling from the ceiling, this outdoor
inspired light fixture becomes a prominent
decoration for your home.
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Feeling melancholy for those simpler days spent
out on the lake? This is the perfect light fixture to
make all of those feelings rush back, and an even
more perfect ornamental lamp for your lake house
or cottage. Decorated with a vintage boat motor
and fishing equipment, and topped off with a
burlap shade, this lamp will tempt even the biggest
land-lovers to leave out a “gone fishin” sign.
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99 BOTTLES OF…
If only all light sources were created from wasteful plastic drink bottles
like this one, our landfills may not be suffering from overflow. Made by an
award winning eco-artist, this light calls upon what may have ended up in
the trash to create a light fixture for your house. Equally beautiful as it is
eco-friendly, the bottles used to make the sculpture are collected, cleaned
and sandblasted to provide stunning materials for the lamp.
sarahturner
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TWISTED
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Combine art and nature in one
beautiful light fixture with this
incredible floor lamp. The branches
appear as if they are growing right
up from your floor! The lamp can
be topped off with a burlap shade
to complete its natural look.

bulbs-unlimited.com

HOW MANY DOES
IT TAKE TO CHANGE
A LIGHT BULB?
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This system of light bulbs includes
special snaps, which allows the bulbs
to be attached to one another. As
numerous bulbs are attached, they
combine to create a unique lamp shade
that surrounds a central light source.
With numerous snaps located on each
bulb, the combinations and designs
that can be created are endless.
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SEE THE LIGHT
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1,000 pairs of glasses were strung together
to create this beautiful chandelier. Far from
ordinary, this chandelier will add charisma to
any ceiling. Suspend it from up high and it’s
sure to create a spectacle for any on-looker.

TEA TIME
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Who would have thought that teapots can be useful hanging from the ceiling! This
lighting option is perfect for any kitchen or breakfast nook. Whether you are a
tea enthusiast or just looking for a unique way to light up a room, this exceptional
chandelier is the perfect fit. Hanging this from your ceiling brings a whole new
meaning to “high tea.”

GUIDING LIGHT
Shine light inside or outside your home with these weatherproofed floor lamps. Use one as a
decorative eye fixture and brighten a dark corner in your home, or use more than one to line an
outdoor walk way. Available in two different sizes, these tear drop shaped giant floor lamps create
a modern ambiance under your roof or under the sky.
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